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Ah, boxes…and it’s not even Christmas yet!
Box shapes are easy: two notes per string and two ngers plucking in the right hand. It’s super comfortable and lends
itself to doing hip ri ng and cool lling even at higher tempos.
The trick about pentatonics is knowing which scale to use and when. I lay it all out in my Pentatonic Playground for Bass
(https://true re.com/bass-guitar-lessons/pentatonic-playground/c857) course: the ve shapes to know and what to do
with them. I give the shapes descriptive names because that makes them stick better. But whether you are hip to “The

Boot”, “Little Box/Big Box” and the others, here is a super easy trick for some pentatonic coolness. Think inside the box!
Let’s take just the top two strings of your bass and play the pattern below by “boxes”. The two purple ones you’d nger
with the rst and third ngers, and the brown one with one and four.
Like this:

TAB and score:

Now that you have them under your ngers, the fun can begin! First, let’s gure out the chords over which we can play
this. Then I will show you how to use these boxes as a spring board for a variety of ideas.
The Chords
There are quite a few possibilities of chords where these boxes will t. In fact, every single one of these notes could be
the root of a possible chord. And because part of the coolness of pentatonics is that there are no bad sounding notes,
you can box away to your heart’s content.
E min, G major

The notes of these boxes are the E minor pentatonic, which shares its notes with the G major pentatonic, so both of
these chords work. The resulting sound is very “inside” and stable, pretty much the notes you’d expect. Can’t go wrong
here! E7 would also work, resulting in a bluesy e ect.
We can, however, also impose this E minor/G major pentatonic over other chords. This creates a pleasant sounding
mild polytonality e ect.
A min7 or A sus
We got the root, the fth, the seventh, the ninth and the 11th (or fourth). Beautiful over an A min or A sus chord!
B min7 or B sus7
For B minor we got the root, at three, at seventh and the at sixth.
For B sus7 we are getting a bluesy feel (#9!) and the b13 as well. A bit tense, but works given the right context!
D sus9
Here we get the natural 13 and the 9 in addition to 1-4-5.
How about some chords not in the boxes?
C major would work great. The boxes give us the sixth and major second (or ninth), and the chord tones of a C major 7
chord without the root. Very sweet.
F major
The box notes create a beautiful lydian e ect: maj7, 9, #11, 13 – gorgeous!
Now that’s a smorgasboard of chords for just a few notes, isn’t it? Notice that it’s all the chords of the G maj scale (or E
natural minor) except for the 7th degree (half dimished), which is replaced by the at seven in maj (F major).
The Ri

n’

Come up with a ri in the rst purple box (basically you play the box corners in any order or rhythm you like). Then,
move the same pattern through the brown and second purple boxes. Voila, you have a cool strategy for coming up with
ri s. Below are some examples for soloing licks. When you use them going up like this in your solo, make sure to
resolve the tension created with a target note and clear resolution.

Keep in mind that as bassists most often our number one job is to play the root on beat one, so, unless you are soloing,
keep these ri s for beats 3 and 4 in the bar. It sounds neat if you groove on the root (see slash notation, use any of the
chords we identi ed above) and ll with this material over a few measures going up in your boxes. It sounds dramatic!
Like this:

Now put on a groove of that one chord and go to town, grooving and soloing! Within songs and on the bandstand make
sure to use devices like this with taste – they need to t in with what the rest of the band is doing. Placed at just the
right spot in the arrangement, this is sure to have big impact. You can also check out more on cool boxes with
Pentatonic Playground for Bass (https://true re.com/bass-guitar-lessons/pentatonic-playground/c857)!
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Bassist/composer/educator Ariane Cap has recorded and/or toured with Generation Esmeralda, producer Keith
Olsen, Muriel Anderson, The Sippy Cups, Raj Ramayya, Girls Got the Blues, The David Haskell Fusion Group, Jean
Fineberg's Partymonsters, Tempest... She co-leads the innovative and melodic Chamber Jazz duo OoN - The BassBassoon Duo of Ariane Cap and Paul Hanson. She has been featured for her innovative playing techniques and
her solid bandmanship in Bass Player Magazine, Der BassProfessor, Bassquarterly and many others. Her 180page book, Music Theory for the Bass Player got released to rave reviews in late 2015 and is an Amazon bestseller
in its category. Frequently invited to seminars all over the world, she runs her own music school, Step Up Music
Vallejo. Ariane is a Governor on the San Francisco chapter of the Recording Academy. A geek when it comes to
behavior change, living and practicing habits and learning psychology, she enjoys empowering her students on
the bass and beyond. An immigrant and scientist by ( rst) trade, Ariane’s story is one of leaving it all behind for
the dream of music, one of crossing musical (as much as real) borders and one of being passionate about igniting
others.
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Ri is TrueFire's FREE digital magazine,
designed to celebrate our artists and educators. We’ll tell you stories, share exclusive lessons from them, and
tickle your ears with their music.
You’ll also be treated to a variety of music-centric features to stimulate your own creativity
and musicality.
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